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Page 42 Location: First paragraph in section 2.2.3.
Is now: For the soundscape movement, noise was a central concern already at the beginning of the 1960s.
Should be: For the soundscape movement, noise was a central concern already from the start in the late 1960s.

Page 58 Location: Paragraph beginning with “The thesis is [...]”
Is now: Soundscape thinking is also used as a means by which to discuss and understand the role of sound in planning and design situations.
Should be: Soundscape thinking is also used as a means by which to discuss and understand the role of sound in planning and design, particularly focusing on noise-exposed situations.

Page 62 Location: Paragraph beginning with “In the studies [...]“
Is now: In the studies pertaining to design practice, the research design entailed organisation of workshops (Paper II) and a design intervention (Paper III).
Should be: In the studies pertaining to design practice, the research design entailed organisation of workshops (Paper IV) and a design intervention (Paper III).